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About This Game

Angels That Kill - The Final Cut is a dark, first person adventure game. It tells the story of two men as they uncover the truth
behind a murder that has shaken the city. Play through both sides of the story and discover the truth behind the murder.

Play as Micheal Bickel, a Vietnam War veteran that now works as a Noll City detective, and play as James Baley, a drunk and
drug-ridden retired boxer who has lost everything and moved to Noll City to start again. Go through the different days playing

as both characters and work around the case, interact with the population and make decisions that could affect a number of
people. Hide, run, investigate, explore, and discover while becoming a part in Noll City in this tragic time.

FEATURES

Play both sides of the story.
Go through both the suspects and the investigators story, to discover the truth and interact with the people of Noll City.
Play through two different perspectives and have unique interactions based off of who you play as.

Stay alive under a steel sky.
Keep a watch on and maintain your hunger level by scavenging through dumpsters to stay alive in this deserted time.
Every scrap of food you take for one character is another lost for the other, so make sure you balance your portions
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carefully.

Explore all your options.
Just because there is a story doesn't mean that you cant help make it, choose between right and wrong, make decisions
you didn't mean to, and discover your own ending.

Unlock and play through alternate game modes.
As you progress through the main campaign you will be able to unlock more game modes to play around in.

Explore the world.
It might not be the biggest game ever made, but it is packed full of secrets and goodies waiting to be discovered.

Change the world to your choosing.
You have the ability to change the amount of rainfall, the amount of fog, the lighting, and more.
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Title: Angels That Kill - The Final Cut
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Rising Sun Interactive
Publisher:
Rising Sun Interactive
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10 (shader model 4.0) capabilities

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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interesting take on a puzzle game not that i have played many like this.

PROs
- simple levels to start, leading to harder and harder levels
- good storyline
- nice spacey\/creepy music
- large enviroments and scenery with attention to detail

CONs
- some levels are 'to the wire' and very early on
- others can be too simple or needless (short level to teach you about the next level)
- movement feels floaty and tempermental

Overall 8.5\/10. Am enjoying the game, I would reccomend it to others.
. A flight simulator in which you play the part of a russian commander and get to use really cool airplanes called Ekranoplanes (I
didn't know they existed)
Graphics are good, from the 3D airplane models to the russian-flavored menus. You can start a campaign and slowly build your
team of comrades, or select Single Mission (the easiest choice) and start flying immediatly.
Your comrades, the weapons you carry and your instruments affect your stats in battle.
For lower performance PCs (like mine) the game loading is a bit slow.. I haven't completed this but it's good for a free title.
Worth a go.. Free DLC! Never a bad thing.. Ok, let's start with the answer you are probably searching for: It's nothing like
Diablo, the most similar game I can think of is the good old "The Immortal" on MS-Dos\\NES\\Megadrive or maybe Cadaver by
The Bitmap Brothers.
Forget big randomly generated dungeons, you have predesigned places that are smaller but definitely less grindy than your
average hack'n'slash.
So if you take that in consideration, Clans is actually pretty good! A nice dungeon crawler with pre-rendere graphics and divided
in rooms.
Every item in the levels is placed there by design, every room is unique, puzzles aren't difficult but some are not obvious either,
it plays more like a combat heavy adventure game.
Characters have a lot of funny one-liners, there are many puzzles even if at the moment are all really simple to solve and...
*drumrolls*
You can play it in co-op and it works flawlessy!

One player needs to host, the others can join via ip. The lan option doesn't seem to work but you can play locally if you choose
"internet" and use your lan ip address. You can chat with T key or give orders like "go north" etc using the cursor keys.
There is also a pdf manual included with the game (from your steam library page select Clans then click "manual"), read it for
some useful hints and funny bits.

Combat is quite bad, playing with the elf you'll find yourself to spam magic and then run the f*ck away from enemies while
mana recharges, going in silly circles around them. But I really cannot say i'm not having fun, it's just very old school. Would
have been a very great game with a more elaborated combat system.

PS The forest at the beginning is enchanted, that's why the map doesn't work there, it repeats endlessy if you don't take the right
path, it's not a bug ;). Senza Peso is a showcase of the potential of VR. This will be my "go to to demo VR" for VR novices from
now on. Beuatiful orchestration, art and animation. Really impressed. I came back to the Steam Store to BUY more. Please,
please make more of these experiences!. I can be quite short about this game:

I like the game, and i agree with many of the things user wrote in their reviews.
The game has quite good graphicss ( i mean the art used in the game) the story is also good, good dialogues.
Story has a nice progress throughout the game , sofar still playing the game but it starts well from the beginning so i expect some
nice dialogues and encounters in the game.
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Price of the game is okay, and value for money is also very good.
My rating would be 78 from 100 for the game, looking forward to see more of this game and possible new games like this one.
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Very good game. Pretty realistic, looks nice, sounds nice. Every kill is very satisfying, every minute in this game is enjoyble and
every $ spent on this game was definitely worth it. 8,5\/10. I can't get it to work. At the level select screen, everything but the
"go back" button it won't let me click.. Dungeon Warfare improved on the previous iteration, which if you've played the bigger
known titles like "All Orcs Must Die" and haven't played Dungeon Warfare, you're doing yourself a disservice. Amazing series,
amazing sequel.. Such an amazing game 10\/10 so entertaining fun to play solo and\/or with friends! would buy again!. I've spent
hours playing Rampart with friends and consider myself a veteran of the original. My comments here are based upon both the
original Rampart game and Castle Chaos as it's own unique game.
The Good:
+ Very similar to the original Rampart
+ Fun to play by self or elbow to elbow with comrad
+ 4 players, not 3 like Rampart
+ The gnomes add a fun and irritating element to the game
+ No huge investment of time needed to learn and master
+ Most of the gameplay elements are easily adjustable from main menu
+ Statistics feature
+ Catchy theme music is a perfect compliment to the original

The Not so Good:
- The odd psedo pixilization of the wall shapes makes it difficult to visually manipulate each piece when repairing or building
walls. Ie: the pieces blend together and appear as one while moving them next to one another. The original Rampart the pieces
were simple solid colors. An option to use solid color shapes with outlines would be my preference. This issue alone is nearly a
deal breaker for me.
- No online mulitplayer capability (yet)
- Only ONE map? really? The original had at least 2 or 3 as I recall.
- The clouds don't appear to have any purpose other than asthetics. I could be wrong here.
- No mouse support. I understand the unbalanced advantage a person would have if playing a local battle with friends with only
1 person using a mouse. At least in single player battles the mouse should be an option.

Suggestions:
* A detailed recap of how the score is tallied up after each round. This would be helpful so players know where their points are
derived and what they might focus on with the next round.
* Rework the graphics overall. Either make them 8-bit, 16-bit or semi modern. The current look is a mish mash that isn't
pleasing to the eye, IMHO.
* The game just ends after the last round isn't much of a spectacle. Maybe there could be some sort of a bonus round or double
points thing, or maybe a target round shooting at moving targets. Just ranting on how to kick it up a notch here.

Overall the game is fun and definetely worth the pricetag, especially if you catch it on sale. Kudos to Odd Comet Games for
rehashing an old classic with a few new twists.. As I suspected, each map pack has medium, hard, and extreme maps, so if
you're like me you won't even finish all of them because of the crazy bike manoeuvres required. Oh well, it's a good livingroom
party game at least.

In American English, maneuver is the standard spelling of the word referring to (among other things) a controlled change in
movement or direction. Manoeuvre is the preferred spelling throughout the rest of the English-speaking world. Maneuver and
manoeuvre are pronounced the same, and they share all their definitions.. Short, but very entertaining visual novel. As others have
already said, the music is excellent and really helps set the mood. The endings are easy to figure out but get more complex as you
near the True End. Overall a good play, and I hope to see more from these developers in the future!
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